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Abstract
Recently, encoder-only pre-trained models
such as BERT have been successfully applied in
automated essay scoring (AES) to predict a sin-
gle overall score. However, studies have yet to
explore these models in multi-trait AES, possi-
bly due to the inefficiency of replicating BERT-
based models for each trait. Breaking away
from the existing sole use of encoder, we pro-
pose an autoregressive prediction of multi-trait
scores (ArTS), incorporating a decoding pro-
cess by leveraging the pre-trained T5. Unlike
prior regression or classification methods, we
redefine AES as a score-generation task, allow-
ing a single model to predict multiple scores.
During decoding, the subsequent trait predic-
tion can benefit by conditioning on the preced-
ing trait scores. Experimental results proved
the efficacy of ArTS, showing over 5% average
improvements in both prompts and traits.

1 Introduction

Automated essay scoring (AES) is a prominent task
to efficiently assess large volumes of essays. Cur-
rently, there is a growing trend in holistic AES
to use pre-trained BERT-based models, showing
promising results (Rodriguez et al., 2019; Mayfield
and Black, 2020; Beseiso and Alzahrani, 2020;
Yang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022). However,
these models have yet to be explored in multi-trait
AES, which evaluates essays on diverse rubrics,
possibly due to the inefficiency of duplicating en-
coders for different traits.

Existing multi-trait scoring approaches (Mathias
and Bhattacharyya, 2020; Ridley et al., 2021; Ku-
mar et al., 2022; Do et al., 2023) typically adopted
holistic scoring models (Taghipour and Ng, 2016;
Dong et al., 2017), adding multiple linear lay-
ers or separate trait-specific layers for different
traits. However, achieving multi-trait AES as a
holistic method overlooks the trait dependencies,
and constructing separate trait-specific modules is
resource-inefficient, leading to inferior qualities in

data-scarce traits. These limitations highlight the
need for optimized multi-trait strategies.

In this paper, we propose autoregressive multi-
trait scoring of essays (ArTS), which incorporates
the decoding process by leveraging a pre-trained
language model, T5 (Raffel et al., 2020). Moving
beyond the conventional sole reliance on the en-
coder, we introduce a novel text-to-text AES frame-
work. Unlike existing regression or classification
approaches to output a separate numeric value, we
aim at precise sequence generation by considering
multi-trait scores as an entire sequence; thus, a sin-
gle model can yield multi-score predictions. ArTS
employs causal self-attention to capture the intrin-
sic relations of the traits by sequentially predicting
text-transformed trait scores. The autoregressive
generation allows the subsequent trait prediction to
benefit from referencing preceding trait scores.

ArTS remarkably outperformed the baseline
model on the ASAP and ASAP++ (Mathias and
Bhattacharyya, 2018) datasets. Ablation studies
and additional discussions of trait order further ver-
ify our method. Furthermore, ArTS achieved train-
ing efficiency by using a single model to generate
multiple predictions across all prompts, avoiding
the duplication of the same modules. Codes and
datasets are available on Github1.

2 Related Work

Early studies of AES mainly focused on holistic
essay scoring that only predicts the overall score
and already achieved high assessment performance
(Dong and Zhang, 2016; Taghipour and Ng, 2016;
Dong et al., 2017; Uto et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2022). In contrast, multi-trait scoring has been
studied for detailed assessments lately, yet showing
far-lagged quality. Holistic scoring structures are
typically employed either for a trait-shared model
followed by multiple linear layers (Hussein et al.,

1https://github.com/doheejin/ArTS
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" score the essay of the prompt N: "+ Essay 
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" Trait 1 score , Trait 2 score , ... , Trait M score " 
~ ~ ~ 

[Example] 

[Input] 

" score the essay of the prompt 2: There are all kinds of computers, 
but they all do the same thing. Computers help people with anything 
they need. Such as, you can go online and chat with people, you can buy 
and sell things, you can go to college ... " 

[Output] 

" voice nan, style nan, sentence fluency 3, word choice 3, conventions 3, 
organization 3, narrativity nan, language nan, prompt adherence nan, 
content 3, overall 8 " 

Figure 1: Proposed autoregressive multi-trait essay scoring by the fine-tuning of the T5. The example is an essay
written for prompt 1, which has labeled scores for six traits. Unlabeled trait scores in the prompt are set as nan.

2020) or for multiple trait-specific layers (Mathias
and Bhattacharyya, 2020; Ridley et al., 2021; Ku-
mar et al., 2022; He et al., 2022; Do et al., 2023). In
particular, Kumar et al. (2022) designed auxiliary
trait-specific layers to assist primary trait scoring,
achieving competitive results. However, to predict
m trait scores, m different models containing m
duplicated trait-specific layers are required, which
is resource-inefficient. Moreover, the notable qual-
ity gap between trait scoring and holistic scoring
highlights the need for advanced multi-trait AES.

Transformer-based pre-trained models such as
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and GPT (Brown et al.,
2020) excel across various tasks by capturing rich
semantic and syntactic information via training
on large-scale corpora. Recently, some studies
have applied them to holistic AES (Rodriguez
et al., 2019; Mayfield and Black, 2020; Beseiso
and Alzahrani, 2020; Yang et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2022), contributing to a notable leap in the holistic
scoring. However, they only employ encoder-only
models to predict a numeric value without consid-
ering the decoder. Moreover, those BERT-based
models have not been extended to multi-trait scor-
ing, possibly due to the efficiency concerns (e.g.,
predicting an Overall score with a BERT-based
model of 110M parameters took 113 hours (Kumar
et al., 2022); accordingly, predicting m traits would
require m times the parameters and the time). In
contrast, we leverage the potential capacities of au-
toregressive decoding to efficiently score multiple
traits with a single model, suggesting a new per-
spective to address AES as a text generation task
instead of a classification or regression.

3 Autoregressive Essay Multi-trait
Scoring (ArTS)

To predict multiple trait scores in an auto-regressive
manner, we fine-tune the pre-trained encoder-

Prompt # Essays Traits
1 1785 Over, Content, WC, Org, SF, Conv
2 1800 Over, Content, WC, Org, SF, Conv
3 1726 Over, Content, PA, Nar, Lang
4 1772 Over, Content, PA, Nar, Lang
5 1805 Over, Content, PA, Nar, Lang
6 1800 Over, Content, PA, Nar, Lang
7 1569 Over, Content, Org, Conv, Style
8 723 Over, Content, WC, Org, SF, Conv, Voice

Table 1: Composition of the ASAP/ASAP++ combined
dataset. The prompt is an instruction that defines the
writing theme. Over: Overall, WC: Word Choice, Org:
Organization, SF: Sentence Fluency, Conv: Conven-
tions, PA: Prompt Adherence, Nar: Narrativity, Lang:
Language.

decoder language model, T5. Specifically, we treat
AES as a generation task to predict a single se-
quential text rather than multiple numeric values
for traits. Subsequently, we extract each trait score
from the generated text comprising the predicted
trait scores along with trait names (Figure 1).

3.1 Fine-tuning T5
T5 has achieved competitive performance in numer-
ous natural-language processing tasks by handling
various tasks using a text-to-text approach. One of
the trained tasks of T5 is semantic textual similarity
(STS), which is a regression task predicting a float-
type similarity value between two texts. Given that
T5 has been pre-trained to output a text-formed
numeric value for the STS, we assume that fine-
tuning the model to output an essay score will yield
precise prediction. Instead of individually predict-
ing trait scores with multiple models, our goal is to
generate all trait scores with a single autoregressive
prediction, thus achieving both time and resource
efficiency. Using one integrated model can avoid
unnecessary duplication of the same distinct mod-
els.

Particularly, we add the prefix "score the essay
of the prompt N:" in front of each essay as the
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Traits (←)
Model Overall Content PA Lang Nar Org Conv WC SF Style Voice AVG↑ (SD↓)
HISK 0.718 0.679 0.697 0.605 0.659 0.610 0.527 0.579 0.553 0.609 0.489 0.611 (-)
STL-LSTM 0.750 0.707 0.731 0.640 0.699 0.649 0.605 0.621 0.612 0.659 0.544 0.656 (-)
MTL-BiLSTM 0.764 0.685 0.701 0.604 0.668 0.615 0.560 0.615 0.598 0.632 0.582 0.638 (-)
ArTS (Ours) 0.754 0.730 0.751 0.698 0.725 0.672 0.668 0.679 0.678 0.721 0.570 0.695 (±0.018)
ArTS-w/o Pr 0.690 0.723 0.751 0.691 0.725 0.655 0.656 0.644 0.648 0.673 0.530 0.671 (±0.033)

Table 2: Average QWK scores across all prompts for each trait. The left arrow (←) indicates the direction of the
trait prediction. SD is the five-fold averaged standard deviation. ArTS-w/o Pr (shown in gray) represents the ablation
results without the prompt indication. Further, bold text denotes the highest value, excluding ablation results.

Prompts
Model 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 AVG↑ (SD↓)
HISK 0.674 0.586 0.651 0.681 0.693 0.709 0.641 0.516 0.644 (-)
STL-LSTM 0.690 0.622 0.663 0.729 0.719 0.753 0.704 0.592 0.684 (-)
MTL-BiLSTM 0.670 0.611 0.647 0.708 0.704 0.712 0.684 0.581 0.665 (-)
ArTS (Ours) 0.708 0.706 0.704 0.767 0.723 0.776 0.749 0.603 0.717 (±0.025)
ArTS-w/o Pr 0.709 0.645 0.703 0.769 0.679 0.769 0.722 0.566 0.695 (±0.036)

Table 3: Average QWK scores across all traits for each prompt.

input and concatenate trait name and trait score
sets sequentially from the least to the most data
labels with a comma (,) separation (Figure 1). We
hypothesize that providing the prompt number, N,
allows more accurate guidance. Note that traits
not labeled in the corresponding prompt are trained
to predict nan values. Including nan values might
allow the model to generate a consistent output
form regardless of the prompt, leading to more reli-
able predictions. In particular, the model predicts
traits in the following order: Voice, Style, SF, WC,
Conv, Org, Nar, Lang, PA, Content, and Overall
(Table 1). By predicting peripheral trait scores first,
which are assessed in fewer prompts, and more
comprehensive trait scores later, which are rated
in more prompts, we reflect the actual scoring pro-
cess. For example, the Overall score is labeled in
all prompts and highly influenced by other traits,
whereas the Voice score is only evaluated in prompt
8 (Table 1) and is relatively independent of other
traits. The causal self-attention of the transformer
decoder enables subsequent trait-scoring tasks to
attend to prior predicted trait scores; thus, the later
order of dependent and general traits is natural.

3.2 Score extraction

With the fine-tuned model, we predict and generate
a text for each essay containing predicted multiple
trait scores along with the trait names. Then, we
extract all trait scores keyed by their name. Multi-
ple trait scores are obtained with a single model at
one inference time, eliminating the inconvenience
of multiple-model training and inference. For ac-
curate measurement, we exclude all predictions of

traits whose ground truth is a nan value.

4 Experiment

Datasets and settings For the main experiment,
we employ the widely used ASAP2 and ASAP++3

(Mathias and Bhattacharyya, 2018) datasets com-
prising English essay sets for eight prompts written
by American 7–10-grade high-school students. The
Overall score is available for all essays in the ASAP
dataset; however, trait scores are only labeled for
essays of prompts 7 and 8. Therefore, the ASAP++
dataset providing rated trait scores for all prompts
is jointly used (Table 1). In addition, we experi-
ment on the Feedback Prize4 data of argumentative
essays written by American 6–12-grade students.
It has six labeled trait scores without prompt divi-
sion: Cohesion, Syntax, Vocabulary, Phraseology,
Grammar, and Conventions.

We utilize the T5-Base (Raffel et al., 2020)
model, which is pre-trained on the Colossal Clean
Crawled Corpus. For fine-tuning, we employ
Seq2SeqTrainer by setting evaluation steps as 5000,
early stopping patience as 2, batch size as 4, and
total epoch as 15. A100-SMX4-8 GPU is used.

Evaluation and validation For evaluation, we
use the quadratic weighted kappa (QWK) (Cohen,
1968), the official metric of the dataset. QWK is
well-known for effectively capturing the distance
between human-rated and model-predicted scores.
We use five-fold cross-validation with the same

2https://www.kaggle.com/c/asap-aes
3https://lwsam.github.io/ASAP++/lrec2018.html
4https://www.kaggle.com/competitions/feedback-prize-

english-language-learning
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Traits
Model Overall Content PA Lang Nar Org Conv WC SF Style Voice AVG↑ (SD↓)
ArTS (←) 0.754 0.730 0.751 0.698 0.725 0.672 0.668 0.679 0.678 0.721 0.570 0.695 (±0.018)
ArTS-rev (→) 0.739 0.724 0.749 0.687 0.718 0.667 0.658 0.660 0.666 0.711 0.562 0.686 (±0.021)
ArTS-ind 0.723 0.717 0.752 0.695 0.713 0.649 0.659 0.662 0.675 0.722 0.548 0.683 (±0.053)

Table 4: Comparison results averaged by traits. ArTS-rev (→) predicts traits in reverse order, and 11 different
ArTS-ind models predict each trait individually. The left (←) and right (→) arrows denote the direction of prediction.

Traits (→)
Model Conv Gram Phr Voc Syn Coh AVG
MTL* 0.527 0.484 0.505 0.519 0.507 0.462 0.501
ArTS 0.659 0.659 0.639 0.594 0.628 0.590 0.628

Table 5: Experiments with the Feedback Prize dataset.
Each value is the five-fold average QWK score (Conv:
Conventions, Gram: Grammar, Phr: Phraseology, Voc:
Vocabulary, Syn: Syntax, Coh: Cohesion).

split as that of Taghipour and Ng (2016), as in the
baseline multi-task learning (MTL) (Kumar et al.,
2022), reporting five-fold averaged results. We
short-list two models based on the validation loss
and select the final model with the best validation
result. As suggested by Taghipour and Ng (2016),
we calculate QWK separately for each prompt to
avoid excessively high scores when using the whole
set (e.g., 0.99 QWK for Overall with ArTS), pro-
viding both prompt- and trait-wise averaged results.

5 Results

Our model is primarily compared with the baseline
MTL-BiLSTM model (Kumar et al., 2022), multi-
task learning where auxiliary multi-trait scoring
tasks aid holistic scoring (Table 2). In addition, we
compare our model to the HISK and STL-LSTM

models, which were mainly compared to MTL.
HISK is a histogram intersection string kernel with
a support vector regressor (Cozma et al., 2018),
and STL-LSTM is LSTM-CNN-based model (Dong
et al., 2017); both models are individually applied
for each trait scoring. Trait-scoring results are only
presented with a graph (Kumar et al., 2022); thus,
we contacted the authors and obtained exact values.

Main results ArTS exhibits a significantly im-
proved performance, showing over 5% average im-
provements in both prompt- and trait-wise results
(Table 2, 3). A slight decrease in Overall trait could
be attributed to our model’s general focus on all
traits, as opposed to baseline models designed pri-
marily for overall scoring. For syntactic traits (Org,
Conv, WC, SF), which evaluate the structure or
grammatical aspects of essays, the performance in-

creases by an absolute 5.7–10%. This highlights
that leveraging ArTS facilitates capturing essays’
syntactic aspects, even with few datasets. Notably,
the Conv trait, the most inferior trait on the base-
line, shows the greatest improvement with ArTS.
Remarkably enhanced semantic traits (Content, PA,
Lang, Nar) further imply that our autoregressive ap-
proach adeptly encapsulates the contextual facets of
writing. Further, Style and Voice traits with severely
lacking (1569, 723) samples show approximately
9% advancement and a slight reduction, respec-
tively, implying the overcoming of low-resource
settings.

Prompt number guidance We conducted an ab-
lation study to investigate the effect of providing
a prompt number in training. ArTS-w/o Pr (Ta-
ble 2, 3) is the model results fine-tuned with the
prefix "score the essay:" without the prompt num-
ber. The results indicate that clearly guiding the
model with the essay’s prompt number noticeably
assists the scoring.

Trait prediction order To investigate the effect
of the trait prediction sequence, we fine-tune T5
with the reverse order (ArTS-rev). Improved re-
sults when predicting general traits later in the se-
quence than the reverse reflect the real-world scor-
ing, where comprehensive trait scores often rely
on the other traits (Lee et al., 2010). In addition,
we compare ArTS with the individual trait mod-
els (Table 4). ArTS-ind is the fine-tuned model to
output a single trait name and score (e.g., Content
3). The results indicate that although the individual
predictions highly outperform the baseline MTL
model, our integrated method performs better on
most traits. A single ArTS model outperforming 11
individual ArTS-ind models is remarkable, high-
lighting our model’s resource efficiency along with
competitive performance.

Feedback Prize dataset To provide supplemen-
tary evaluation beyond traditional benchmarks
and demonstrate generalizability across diverse
datasets, we employ ArTS using the Feedback
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Figure 2: Results of ArTS with Llama2-13B and com-
parison with the baseline and ArTS with T5 models.

Prize dataset. The MTL model has not experi-
mented with the dataset; accordingly, MTL* in
Table 5 is our implementation results of the MTL
with each trait scoring as the primary task and other
traits as auxiliary tasks. Note that prompts are not
differentiated, and all essays have identical traits
in this dataset; therefore, the prompt number is
excluded from the input, as in the ablation study.
ArTS exhibits significantly improved QWK scores
across all traits, demonstrating the broader applica-
bility of ArTS (Table 5). A greater improvement
compared to the ASAP experiments further indi-
cates that ArTS can yield a more substantial impact
in the same trait composition settings compared to
the multi-prompt and different trait scenarios. Fur-
thermore, our single-model approach outperformed
MTL* in predicting all six traits simultaneously,
showcasing the efficiency of our model without
the need for specialized auxiliary modules for each
trait scoring.

Decoder-only LLM To examine whether the
decoder-only pre-trained language model alone
could perform the function of autoregressive score
generation, we fine-tuned the Llama2-13B model
with our method (Figure 2). Noticeably, ArTS-
Llama2 remarkably outperforms the baseline model
for all the traits except for the Overall score. How-
ever, ArTS-T5 still performs better, suggesting the
joint use of the encoder and decoder for AES.

Comparison with BERT-based models Recent
studies in holistic AES have employed pre-trained
BERT-based models and demonstrated promising
scoring performances (Yang et al., 2020; Cao et al.,
2020; Uto et al., 2020). However, they have not
been utilized in multi-trait scoring, which confines
our performance comparison solely to the Overall
score. Their QWK results for the Overall scoring
range from 0.790 to 0.805 (Kumar et al., 2022), sur-
passing our 0.754. Our result aligns with the MTL

model, exhibiting lower Overall performance than
BERT-based models but demonstrating training ef-
ficiency. Nevertheless, unlike MTL, we possess the
advantage of simplicity and effectiveness by not
requiring separate models for each prompt or trait
and outperforming MTL in the other nine traits.

Regarding training efficiency, using BERT-based
models that predict a single numeric score for multi-
trait predictions would require replicating multiple
models, making it resource-inefficient. For exam-
ple, predicting 11 traits with a BERT model of
110M parameters would involve a substantial 110M
× 11 parameters, along with increased training
time. This is a probable reason for the absence of
a BERT-based system for multi-trait scoring tasks.
In contrast, our approach enables multi-trait pre-
dictions across all prompts with a single T5-base
model of 220M parameters, taking 16.3 hours for
training time. When using T5-small of 60M param-
eters, which also highly outperforms the baseline
model (Appendix A), it took about 2.8 hours for
training. Unlike existing methods, which necessi-
tate multiple trait-specific or prompt-specific mod-
els, the ArTS with a single model demonstrates
both time and resource efficiency.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce an autoregressive multi-
trait scoring of essays that leverages the capacity
of the pre-trained language model, T5. Our model
exhibits remarkably improved results, demonstrat-
ing its ability to overcome far-lagging multi-trait-
scoring performances. Furthermore, our approach
allows a single model to make multi-trait score
predictions across all prompts, avoiding the use
of redundant modules and promoting simplicity
and training efficiency. This indicates that a new
paradigm of generating score sequences holds pro-
found implications for future AES, opening new
avenues for advanced multi-trait scoring.

Limitations

We identified three limitations of this study. First,
although our method achieved competitive results
even in low-resource settings, it showed some per-
formance degradation when confronted with ex-
tremely limited amounts of data, e.g., the Voice
trait with less than 1000 samples. This might
be attributed to the inherent susceptibility of lan-
guage models influenced by training data magni-
tude (Mehrafarin et al., 2022). Second, additional
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analysis regarding the prediction order can further
enhance the scoring quality. Currently, the order is
set from rare to frequent traits, which are decided
by the number of rated prompts. In future work, we
aim to explore more effective ordering strategies
through detailed analysis. Lastly, a comprehen-
sive exploration of other pre-trained models could
shed more light on future AES. Previously, pre-
trained models have only been applied for single-
holistic scoring in AES. This could be attributed
to the burdensome size of the pre-trained model to
approach by constructing duplicated multiple trait-
specific layers, unlike existing LSTM and attention-
pooling-based models. Therefore, we could not di-
rectly compare our model to existing BERT-based
systems for each trait scoring. However, as we
have demonstrated the autoregressive approach to
aid multi-trait AES, we plan to comprehensively in-
vestigate other alternative encoder-decoder or GPT-
based models as the next step.
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A Effect of Model Size

We examine the impact of the pre-trained T5 model
size (Table 6). In additional experiments, we utilize
T5-Small, T5-Base, and T5-Large, which contain
60 million, 220 million, and 770 million parame-
ters, respectively. Experimental settings are all set
as described in our main paper (Section 4).

For both trait-wise and prompt-wise results, over-
all performance improvements are observed as the
model size increases. In particular, the Voice trait
with only 723 samples, including all training, de-
velopment, and test sets, outperforms the baseline
with ArTS-Large. This result highlights that uti-
lizing larger models could boost the effect of our
method, assisting even in severely low-resource
environments.

B Comprehensive Results of Additional
Experiments

Due to the space constraint, only trait-wise results
have been reported for additional experiments in
Section 5. In this section, we present both trait-
wise and prompt-wise results for each experiment
and numerical results for ArTS-Llama2, which are
only shown in the graph figure.

C Error Analysis in Prompt Number
Guidance

In Section 5, we investigated the impact of provid-
ing a prompt when fine-tuning as an ablation study
(Table 2, 3). While the QWK results clearly demon-
strated the effect of informing the prompt number,
we conducted additional error case analysis. In par-
ticular, we find out that training with the "score the
essay:" prefix without providing a prompt (ArTS-

w/o Pr) often brings in out-of-range scoring cases,
influencing negatively on the overall QWK score.
Each prompt has different score ranges for multi-
ple traits, and we named the out-of-range predic-
tion for the prediction that is not inside the corre-
sponding prompt’s score range. While there are a
five-fold total of 66 out-of-range test predictions
in ArTS-w/o Pr, only one out-of-range predictions
are observed in ArTS. Note that ArTS is fine-tuned
with the prefix "score the essay of the prompt N:".
Most out-of-range cases are cases where an essay
was mistaken for a different prompt and incorrectly
graded based on the range of that prompt. The error
case analysis proves that our strategy of prefixing
with the prompt number provides clear evidence
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Traits (←)
Model Overall Content PA Lang Nar Org Conv WC SF Style Voice AVG↑ (SD↓)
MTL-BiLSTM (baseline) 0.764 0.685 0.701 0.604 0.668 0.615 0.560 0.615 0.598 0.632 0.582 0.638 (-)
ArTS-Small 0.712 0.695 0.720 0.667 0.711 0.630 0.606 0.631 0.625 0.694 0.474 0.651 (±0.026)
ArTS-Base (Ours) 0.754 0.730 0.751 0.698 0.725 0.672 0.668 0.679 0.678 0.721 0.570 0.695 (±0.018)
ArTS-Large 0.751 0.730 0.750 0.701 0.728 0.675 0.682 0.680 0.680 0.715 0.603 0.700 (±0.024)

Table 6: Experimental results of fine-tuning ArTS with T5-Small, T5-Base, and T5-Large models. The left arrow
(←) denotes the direction of trait prediction. Each value denotes the average QWK scores across all prompts for
each trait.

Prompts
Model 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 AVG↑ (SD↓)
MTL-BiLSTM (baseline) 0.670 0.611 0.647 0.708 0.704 0.712 0.684 0.581 0.665 (-)
ArTS-Small 0.696 0.669 0.682 0.732 0.712 0.743 0.712 0.492 0.680 (±0.029)
ArTS-Base (Ours) 0.708 0.706 0.704 0.767 0.723 0.776 0.749 0.603 0.717 (±0.025)
ArTS-Large 0.701 0.698 0.705 0.766 0.725 0.773 0.743 0.635 0.718 (±0.030)

Table 7: Average QWK scores across all traits for each prompt.

Traits (←)
Model Overall Content PA Lang Nar Org Conv WC SF Style Voice AVG↑ (SD↓)
MTL-BiLSTM (baseline) 0.764 0.685 0.701 0.604 0.668 0.615 0.560 0.615 0.598 0.632 0.582 0.638 (-)
ArTS (Ours) 0.754 0.730 0.751 0.698 0.725 0.672 0.668 0.679 0.678 0.721 0.570 0.695 (±0.018)
ArTS-rev (→) 0.739 0.724 0.749 0.687 0.718 0.667 0.658 0.660 0.666 0.711 0.562 0.686 (±0.021)
ArTS-ind 0.723 0.717 0.752 0.695 0.713 0.649 0.659 0.662 0.675 0.722 0.548 0.683 (±0.053)
ArTS-Llama2 0.690 0.694 0.716 0.679 0.708 0.666 0.649 0.664 0.660 0.645 0.584 0.685 (±0.034)

Table 8: Comprehensive results of models, which are described in Section 5. Each value denotes the average QWK
scores across all prompts for each trait. ArTS-rev (→) predicts traits in reverse order, and 11 different ArTS-ind
models predict each trait individually. ArTS-Llama2 denotes the fine-tuned results of the Llama2-13B model.

Prompts
Model 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 AVG↑ (SD↓)
MTL-BiLSTM (baseline) 0.670 0.611 0.647 0.708 0.704 0.712 0.684 0.581 0.665 (-)
ArTS (Ours) 0.708 0.706 0.704 0.767 0.723 0.776 0.749 0.603 0.717 (±0.025)
ArTS-rev (→) 0.700 0.683 0.702 0.763 0.730 0.767 0.734 0.586 0.708 (±0.027)
ArTS-ind 0.695 0.679 0.705 0.762 0.721 0.756 0.734 0.578 0.704 (±0.041)
ArTS-Llama2 0.702 0.641 0.700 0.721 0.691 0.736 0.700 0.592 0.685 (±0.030)

Table 9: Average QWK scores across all traits for each prompt.

to the model about essay scoring, especially when
there are numerous prompts.
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